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Alternative 
Investments 
a part of Australian history

In the most recent phase of this adverse investment  
cycle, both bank and sovereign credit ratings are being 
downgraded to the extent that a ‘risk free rate of return’ 
might be viewed as a financial artefact.

In the interests of providing investors some example of 
how an investor may generate returns in such adverse 
circumstances, this article considers two of Australia’s 
most successful alternative investors, who generated 
enormous wealth over decades that included World War 
One and the Great Depression. Another article on page  
4 of this newsletter provides an outline of RFM StockBank, 
a livestock investment fund established by RFM last year.

The accompanying picture of Sidney Kidman and Arthur 
Triggs is a photo believed to be taken around 1912 of two 
of the world’s most successful livestock investors. In his 
lifetime, Kidman achieved world fame as the Cattle King, 
while the lesser-known Triggs was often considered the 
Sheep King.

Triggs was born in England in 1868 and migrated to 
Australia when he was nineteen. He joined the Bank of 
New South Wales (now Westpac) and by late 1888 had 
reached the position of accountant at that bank’s Yass 
branch. In July 1896 he purchased 8,000 sheep then  
sold them seven months later at a profit and resigned from 
the bank.

Triggs understood that good 
profits could be generated from 
acquiring livestock as long as he 
had access to land. Crucially, 
Triggs would have understood 
that it was in fact access to 
quality pastures that would 
encourage the stock to multiply 
and rapidly gain weight and 
therefore be ready for sale as 
quickly as possible. 

For this reason, Triggs bought or leased properties 
throughout NSW that enabled him to usually run between 
250,000 to 500,000 sheep. This portfolio of properties 
included North Merrowie which adjoins RFM RiverBank’s 
Yilgah Station at Hillston, NSW.

Triggs was not a hardened bushman, instead he was a 
classically educated former bank accountant that ran an 
investment operation from an office in Cooma St, Yass 
until relocating to Sydney in 1915. For this reason, the keys 
to Triggs’s success were robust accounting systems and 
high quality managers whom he trusted implicitly.1 

In spring of 1914 a drought struck south-eastern Australia 
that caused the total failure of the national wheat crop and 
the Murray River at Swan Hill to dry back to stagnant 
waterholes.2 These conditions combined with a global 
economic downturn triggered by a sharemarket crash in 
1907, conspired to force Triggs into bankruptcy, with debts 
of £1.5 million – Triggs was certainly a highly leveraged 
alternative investor. With the outbreak of war and the 
consequent demand for wool and mutton, Triggs was able 
to rebuild his business and by 1921 repay all creditors 
along with 5% interest,3 thereby “cementing his reputation 
for professional integrity”.4

Triggs was a cultured and well educated investor who had 
an informed appreciation of literature and art. As a 
consequence of his passion for these interests and the 
wealth that he amassed from his investments, he was able 
to accumulate one of the greatest private collections in 
Australian history.

In 1945, the contents of ‘Linton’, Triggs’s home in Yass, 
were offered for sale thereby revealing “the dazzling scope 

Five years on from the onset of the Global 
Financial Crisis, investors are aware that 
equities globally are experiencing a 
secular bear market that may last many 
years. They have experienced a 
widespread failure of pooled property 
investments, a freeze on redemptions 
from mortgage funds, and now a decline 
in the value of residential property. 
By David Bryant
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of Triggs’s collections. He had drawings by Watteau, Dürer, 
Rubens, Vandyk, Rembrandt, da Vinci, Michelangelo, 
Tiepolo, Velasquez, Gainsborough, Reynolds, Constable 
and Whistler. He had letters and documents signed by 
Henry VIII, Edward VI, Mary I, Elizabeth I and later English 
monarchs; by Marie Antoinette, Napoleon and various 
French kings. He had items signed by Cromwell, Charles 
Darwin and James Cook as well as Charles Dickens; he 
had Nelson’s penultimate signature, on a note to Henry 
Blackwood written on the night before the Battle of 
Trafalgar.”5 

The preceding list does not come close to capturing the 
extent of Triggs’s collection though it was cleverly 
summarised by James Tyrell, a well known book dealer 
when he wrote: “the Triggs sale [was] the greatest of its 
kind ever held in the country of this country”.6 

Sir Sidney Kidman, the other subject of the photograph, is 
better known than Trigg and at the time was world famous 
as Australia’s richest man, and the largest land owner in 
the world. However, it should be noted that most of the 
land held by Kidman was in fact leasehold, and generally 
acquired at the value of the livestock included with each 
property as it was acquired.

Born in 1857, Kidman left the family home, now part of 
Adelaide, at 13 to become essentially a shepherd around 
the Broken Hill area of NSW. From this impoverished 
position, Kidman went on to build the largest cattle, and 
horse herds in the country. At the outset of the Great War 
he held leases over 12.7 million hectares that ran around 
250,000 cattle and 170,000 sheep. In addition he held 
equity interests in twenty other stations including the major 
shareholding in Victoria River Downs that on its own 
carried 110,000 cattle. 

By the time of his death in  
1935 in the midst of the Great 
Depression, Kidman either 
owned directly or held a 
financial interest in 33.7 million 
hectares, all of it funded through 
the breeding and fattening of 
livestock.7 

Unlike Triggs, Kidman spent much of his younger years 
travelling the outback away from the family home in 
Kapunda, South Australia – 6kms from the RFM Australian 
Wine Fund’s Kleinig vineyard.

Like Triggs, Kidman used debt to fund the expansion of his 
interests, employed management that possessed great 
skill and integrity and maintained tight financial control of 
his interests from an office in Adelaide. Both men have 

been recognised for their generosity and contribution to 
their communities, including a knighthood for Kidman as a 
consequence of his significant contributions of cash, beef 
and military horses during the Great War.

Now, one hundred years after the photo of Kidman and 
Triggs was taken, the world is experiencing another 
economic downturn that in some countries is as severe as 
that experienced by Australia during the Great Depression. 
Perhaps their investment success during a similar period 
of challenge, points the way to at least one alternative 
investment opportunity that exists today.

One last mysterious note regarding the photo. While there 
were at least stations that the two men owned at separate 
times, there is no record of them doing business together. 
In addition, neither family’s records have any report of the 
two men having met, let alone what they are looking at.

For those interested in a country retreat, Trigg’s former 
home, ‘Linton’ is currently for sale. Offers over $4.9m will 
be considered. www.historicproperties.com.au/property/
old-linton-51
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During the last quarter, RFM issued a new StockBank 
Product Disclosure Statement (PDS), reflecting the new 
StockBank business model. 

The new model has significantly improved the Fund by 
limiting fund exposure to adverse livestock price 
movements and weight gains. The fund effectively 
transfers these risks to the operators or landowners who 
fatten or breed the cattle. 

Going forward, StockBank’s returns will largely be derived 
from cattle and sheep financing fees. StockBank intends 
to divide its investment base approximately 80% into cattle 
and 20% into sheep. 

The StockBank team are currently working on the 
operational side of the transition to the new model. David 
Thomson, Business Manager – StockBank says, ‘we’re 
hoping to sell down the remaining 2,400 cattle contracted 
under the initial StockBank model by December, however 
there could still be a bit of spill over into the New Year – 
especially if there is further rainfall. If there is rainfall, some 
of the present operators will want to hold onto their cattle 
for longer, mainly because they know the rains will result in 
extra feed allowing them to extract extra returns’.

‘We will review cattle numbers at the end of December 
and depending on the quantity, we may look at bringing 
them over to the new model – the trick is in determining 
the fair conversion value’. Currently StockBank cattle are 
located on properties in New South Wales, South Australia 
and Queensland.

With StockBank sheep operations coming into buying 
season, the team are looking at more purchases. ‘We’re 
keeping an eye out for good value contract prices’, says 
David. ‘We tend to make most of our purchases in Spring 
and then trickle smaller orders along through to April, 
subject to prices’. Sheep are fattened over an average of 
seventy days before being sold. 

In early November, Zenith Investment Partners (http://
www.zenithpartners.com.au/) released a research report 
on StockBank and provided the fund with a 
‘Recommended’ rating. The report has been well received 
by the StockBank team – David says, ‘The continuation of 
the Recommended rating by Zenith is an endorsement of 
the changes that we have made to the business model’.  
A copy has been made available on the Rural Funds 
Management website at http://ruralfunds.com.au/
investment-products/stockbank/

David Thomson, Business Manager – StockBank

RFM StockBank
(StockBank) ARSN 153 436 803

The new model has 
significantly improved 
the Fund by limiting 
fund exposure to 
adverse livestock price 
movements and weight 
gains. The fund 
effectively transfers 
these risks to the 
operators or 
landowners who fatten 
or breed the cattle. 
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The chicken farms have been operating well and 
distribution levels remain consistent with approximately 
$1.5 million paid to unitholders in September. Current 
annual distributions total approximately $6 million. Annual 
yield inclusive of franking credits reached 12.14% for the 
year to 31 October 2012. Counterbalancing the yield has 
been a reduction in the fund’s net asset value resulting in  
a total fund return of 2.91% for the twelve months to 
October.

The on-farm performance at the CIF properties in Griffith, 
NSW and Lethbridge, Victoria has been very good. 
Adriaan Shields – RFM’s National Manager – Poultry says, 
‘The Performance Index Factor (PIF) continues to improve’. 
The PIF is an internationally recognised method of 
comparing the productivity levels of chicken operations 
across a number of growers. The PIF includes 
measurements of mortality, chicken growth and feed 
conversion (known as the Feed Conversion Ratio – a 
measure of meat generation per kilo of feed). One catalyst 
for the CIF’s increasing PIF, is a recent feed quality 
upgrade. ‘The feed regime from Baiada now includes 
whole grains, which results in a healthier bird that converts 
the feed more efficiently into meat’, says Adriaan. 

In regards to the climate for the 
past quarter, Adriaan says,  
‘The farms have benefited from 
good weather conditions, which 
include mild temperatures and 
limited rainfall. Such an 
environment greatly contributes 
to keeping the chickens 
comfortable and free from 
disease. It also helps control 
costs’. 

The contract management model implemented on the 
farms twelve months ago has also been improving on-farm 
performance with tighter goal alignment between contract 
managers and the fund. According to David Thomson, 
RFM’s Business Manager, ‘The new model is going well – 
there are some contractors who chose not to renew their 
contract, but this has given us the opportunity to attract 
new contractors. Over the last twelve months we have 
seen some very strong performances from our contract 
managers as they settle into their new roles. This is 
reflected by the high level of results attained and reduced 
variation between individual farm performance’.

Big factors in the CIF’s quarterly operating expenditures 
include electricity, gas and wages. Whilst electricity costs 
are reimbursed by Baiada during the year, any increases 
are not reflected in the fee until the following year. It is in 
Baiada’s and the CIF’s interest to work towards improving 
farm efficiency to reduce such operating costs. 

The implementation of MTech’s ‘Broiler Information 
Manager’ software will aid this process and is currently 
underway. According to Adriaan, ‘The system will 
streamline data gathering, data entry and reporting. It will 
also reduce possibilities of human error in data 
compilation. The end result will be more detailed 
information available at higher speed. The new information 
system will improve the decision making process and help 
reduce operational costs such as energy expenditure, 
labour hours and feed amounts’. The system is due to be 
commissioned early in the new year with an MTech 
consultant from the United States facilitating the process.

Adriaan Shields, National Manager – Poultry

RFM Chicken Income Fund
(CIF) ARSN 105 754 461
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RFM RiverBank
(RiverBank) ARSN 112 951 578

In the 12 months to 31 October 2012 RiverBank returned 
7.45% in distributions to unit holders; however this was 
offset by negative capital movements of -12.96% resulting 
in a total return of -5.51%. The decline in capital value was 
the result of a combination of factors including the dilution 
of the recent capital raising, interest rate hedge 
movements, lower than expected increases in orchard 
values and funding costs associated with the non-leased 
areas of the almond orchard.

Despite the tough environment in FY2012, RiverBank 
continues to deliver reliable distributions to unit holders and 
has delivered an average of 11.45% total return per annum 
since inception in 2005.

After almost twelve months of accepting new funds, the 
capital raising that began in October 2011 was closed on 
28 September 2012. An initial allotment of units was issued 
to investors on 29 June 2012. In total RFM raised just over 
$5.560m under the RiverBank Offer. This is reflective of a 
very difficult capital raising environment. 

RiverBank’s capital 
improvement program is 
continuing with pump station 
and bore upgrades recently 
commissioned on the Mooral 
and Yilgah properties. 

According to Daniel Edwards, Business Manager – 
RiverBank, ‘The upgrade will allow sufficient pressurisation 
capacity for the maturing tree requirements and help 
ensure the continuing viability of the orchards’.

The leasing of RiverBank’s ‘Steak Plains’ property, which 
includes 320 hectares of olive plantation, continues to be 
negotiated. Daniel says, ‘The leasing process is 
progressing with some additional documentation still 
required. The process has taken a little longer than 
anticipated, but we’re aiming for completion in the next 
couple of months. Once finalised, the lease will provide an 
additional stream of revenue for RiverBank investors and 
increase our financial returns on the Steak Plains property’.

Daniel Edwards, Business Manager – RiverBank
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It has been a busy period on the almond orchards with the 
passing of the annual pollination and fruit set period. The 
current almond crop is on track for meeting expected 
yields and the focus now shifts to ensuring that the 
growing almonds are provided with adequate nutrition and 
water through until harvest. The nutrition also assists the 
orchards in maintaining good health for next year’s crop. 

Recent capital improvements at the orchards include the 
installation of specialised sprinklers designed to combat 
frost events. The sprinklers were used several times during 
cold weather recently and assisted in ensuring minimal 
damage occurred.

The system uses localised micro sprinklers, designed to 
apply warm water from the property bores onto the 
orchards. This heat transfer increases local air temperature. 
In addition, the wet soil absorbs more heat during daylight 
hours thus maintaining a higher temperature overnight 
when frost events are likely to occur. 

Protecting against frost during Spring is important as yield 
can be reduced if the budding orchard flowers, which go 
on to form the nuts, freeze. Once the nuts have formed, 
and are of sufficient size, frost events become less critical.

On October 4, 2012 Food Standards Australia New 
Zealand announced that Woolworths had recalled 
almonds from their supermarkets due to possible 
salmonella contamination. RFM can confirm that these 
almonds were not supplied by any RFM Almond Fund, or 
by Almondco Australia, the processing plant used by RFM. 
Almonds are susceptible to salmonella given the almonds 
fall to the ground during the harvesting process. 

Hillston has experienced higher than average rainfall during 
the past two harvests. These conditions increase the 
possibility of contamination. Almondco, who process and 
market the produce of the RFM Almond Funds, is investing 
in a $4 million pasteurisation facility at its Renmark 
processing plant to further enhance its production ability. 
The heating process to be undertaken at the 
pasteurisation facility, is done quickly so the nuts don’t 
roast but the possibility of salmonella contamination is 
minimised. Currently Almondco tests every batch for 
contamination and this new facility will assist the disease 
identification process.

Daryl Winter, National Manager – Almonds

RFM Almond Funds
RFM Almond Fund 2006 (AF06) ARSN 117 859 391
RFM Almond Fund 2007 (AF07) ARSN 124 998 527
RFM Almond Fund 2008 (AF08) ARSN 127 947 960

Recent capital 
improvements at the 
orchards include the 
installation of 
specialised sprinklers 
designed to combat 
frost events. The 
sprinklers were used 
several times during 
cold weather recently 
and assisted in 
ensuring minimal 
damage occurred.
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The AWF team have completed pruning, the first major 
task of the new viticultural cycle, and a task that coincides 
with advice from the wine companies regarding the final 
grading results of the previous vintage. 

The AWF vineyards achieved 
outstanding results from the 
2012 vintage, supplying fruit  
to many top end wine labels 
including Penfolds Grange, 
Penfolds Bin 389 and Wolf  
Blass Black.

The following table shows a comparison of the grading 
received for the 2012 compared to the 2011 season. This 
table does not represent the entire vintage but rather, the 
Barossa Shiraz and Cabernet Sauvignon grown for our 
largest customer, Treasury Wine Estates.

Grade 2012 Vintage 2011 Vintage 
 (Tonnes produced) (Tonnes produced)

Icon 178.90 125.48

A 397.02 236.12

B 599.86 525.05

C 96.96 563.43

D  – 139.12

In regards to the 2013 crop, David Murdock, National 
Manager – Viticulture says, ‘we’re now about to go into 
flowering and the vines are looking very good at this stage. 
There haven’t been any frosts of note, and the weather 
conditions have not been conducive to disease 
development. The Shiraz yield might be a little down on 
the long term average but we’ll have a clearer view on this 
post flowering when we check the number and weight of 
bunches’.

Winter rainfall was below average which has resulted in 
some early irrigation applications on the vineyards. 

The vineyards are well prepared for such conditions with 
ample access to dam and river water. 

Looking ahead, the team will be 
working towards ensuring 
healthy vines and fruit. This 
includes maintaining a suitable 
soil profile and regularly 
adjusting the vine canopy 
configuration. 

David says, ‘Early indications are that it is going to be a 
warm season, which tends to accelerate the growing 
process, so we may go into vintage a little earlier this year.’ 

Currently RFM is in advanced talks with leading wine 
companies regarding leasing all the vineyards in the AWF 
portfolio. Subject to the realisation of lease arrangements, 
the main benefit for unitholders would be the removal of 
operational risk, with third party lease payments allowing 
the AWF to make regular distributions, irrespective of wine 
grape prices and vineyard yields. More information will be 
provided to investors as it becomes available.

David Murdock, National Manager – Viticulture

RFM Australian Wine Fund
(AWF) ARSN 099 573 485
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RFM continues to work towards the liquidation of Land 
Trust assets with the aim of returning capital to unitholders. 
In April 2012, $250 per unit was paid to investors as the 
first stage of the wind up process.

Originally the Trust owned twenty-two properties across 
Western Australia, South Australia, Tasmania and Victoria. 
Asset sales have reduced the number of properties held, 
with one property remaining in North-East Tasmania and 
ten properties in Western Australia. 

The Western Australian properties are leased to Gunns 
Limited. Gunns was placed into voluntary administration 
on the 25th September 2012 with Receivers and 
Managers subsequently appointed. Gunns have now 
defaulted on lease payments to the Land Trust. RFM has 
commenced the process to terminate leases and expects 
this will take some time to complete due to the 
Administration and Receivership. RFM’s view is that it is 
unlikely the Land Trust will receive any further rental 
income from Gunns. 

While RFM would like to sell down the remaining 
properties quickly, it appears prudent to allow a short 
period to elapse to seek to secure fair value sales. 

The collapse of Gunns, along 
with uncertainty around the 
future of the proposed pulp mill 
has created uncertainty in the 
market. 

There is already a large amount of similar timber 
plantations on the market, and it is expected more will 
come onto the market as a result of the Gunns collapse. 
Daniel Edwards, Business Manager – Land Trust, says: ‘If 
we allow the Gunns process to develop a little further, we 
should be able to confirm an appropriate strategy, put this 
into play and get on with selling the remaining properties to 
ultimately return value to unitholders’.

Daniel Edwards, Business Manager – Land Trust

RFM Land Trust
(Land Trust) ARSN 128 112 443
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Seven years with RFM, and the very diverse nature of her 
role, from liaising with the Operations team to obtain data 
for executive presentations, to working with Investor 
Services on events organisation, have led Stephanie to 
forge strong relationships across the business units.

Prior to joining RFM in October 2005, Stephanie lived in 
Sydney and worked as Executive Assistant to the Managing 
Director at the Sydney Convention and Visitors Bureau. 

While Stephanie enjoyed the cosmopolitan nature of 
Sydney – the corner cafés and the constant stream of 
local events, she was looking to move back to Canberra to 
raise a family. Born and raised in the Australian Capital 
Territory and having completed her Bachelor of Arts 
Tourism with a Major in Public Relations at the University of 
Canberra, the transition was seamless.

Looking to re-enter the job market in the private sector after 
ten months of maternity leave, Stephanie’s interest was 
piqued by the EA position at Rural Funds Management. 
After a successful application she joined the firm. ‘I 
remember thinking an initial plus with RFM was its small size 
– it was great to know I would be able to get to know 
everyone across the business units’, remarks Stephanie. 

Initially the agricultural environment was a new domain for 
Stephanie and while she recalls there was a lot of work in 
getting up to speed, the passion RFM managers have for 
the land made the learning process easier. 

‘It has always been great to see 
how enthusiastic the team is 
about agriculture – whether it be 
analysing the latest opportunity, 
sourcing new equipment or 
implementing new technology.’ 

Stephanie’s day to day tasks include liaising with the 
Board, travel organisation, office events and diary 
management and she enjoys the constant variety. ‘David 
started the company from scratch and he’s full of get up 
and go. He’ll often come into the office with a new initiative 
that he wants the team to work on. He sets the core values 
at RFM and keeps us all thinking about innovation and 
improvements for our customers.’ 

Stephanie’s skills and experience have been important in 
adding organisational capacity to the firm.

‘There are a lot of requests that come across the Executive 
desk on a daily basis and my job is to manage them 
appropriately – allowing David to stay focused on the big 
picture. The synergy is a real buzz’. 

Stephanie Vizzari 
PROFILE

As the Executive Assistant to David 
Bryant at the Rural Funds Management 
Canberra office, Stephanie is well known 
amongst her workmates. 
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Stephanie notes that the privilege of working with senior 
management can have its stressful moments, ‘I’ve done 
some late nights and unexpected trips when required. The 
RFM Executive know me well and we have established a 
level of trust and respect over the years where they take 
on-board my judgements.’

When asked what she likes most about Rural Funds 
Stephanie is emphatic, ‘it may be a cliché, but it’s definitely 
the people. 

There’s a great level of loyalty in 
the organisation – especially 
among a central core of 
employees that have been here 
since the beginning and this 
loyalty has a very positive 
attraction.

We’ve even had people returning to RFM after leaving for 
greener pastures, so that’s a testament to the company 
that David and the Executive Team have built over the  
past 15 years.’

When asked about how she balances a busy work and 
home life Stephanie notes that the ethos of the 
organisation makes it easy, ‘David Bryant is a family man 

with four children of his own and he understands the need 
for flexibility in the work place. There is never a problem if I 
need to go to a school assembly for example. There’s a 
trust that you’ll get the work done.’ Stephanie goes on 
further to exclaim that ‘RFM is a bit like an extended family 
– David and Andrea all know about my children’s antics, 
ups and downs, and there’s a mutual genuine interest in 
our lives outside of RFM.’ 
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Disclaimer

Rural Funds Management Limited (RFM) AFSL No. 226701 has prepared this publication based on information available 
to it. Although all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts and opinions stated herein are fair and 
accurate, the information provided has not been independently verified. Accordingly, no representation or warranty, 
expressed or implied is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information and opinions 
contained within this document. Whilst RFM has taken all reasonable care in producing the information herein, 
subsequent changes in circumstances may occur at any time and may impact on the accuracy of this information. 
Neither RFM, nor its directors or employees guarantee the success of RFM’s funds, including any return received by 
investors in the funds. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. 

The information contained within this document is a general summary only and has been prepared without taking into 
account any person’s individual objectives, financial circumstances or needs. When deciding if any RFM investment is 
suitable for your needs and circumstances, obtain a copy of the relevant Product Disclosure Statement issued by RFM. 
Before making any decisions to invest, a person should consider the appropriateness of the information to their 
individual objectives, financial situation and needs, and if necessary seek advice from a suitably qualified professional. 

Rural Funds Management Limited 
Locked Bag 150 
KINGSTON ACT 2604
ABN 65 077 492 838  
AFSL 226 701
Telephone 
+61 2 6203 9700
Telephone (Investor Services) 
1800 026 665
Telephone (Adviser Services)  
1300 880 295
Facsimile 
1800 625 518
Email investorservices@ruralfunds.com.au
Email adviserservices@ruralfunds.com.au
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